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ABSTRACT

Today, in the Era of Big data, it is in need of high levels of scalability and efficiently processing is main issue. So there is lot of challenges to handling data like how to store, retrieve and to process data efficiently. Hadoop is a distributed software platform for processing big data on a large cluster, which implements basic mechanism of Google’s MapReduce. The MapReduce job-scheduling algorithm is one of the core technologies of Hadoop. The default job scheduler of Hadoop is FIFO, which will start the job in the order as it is submitted, and this causes the job to be started later when it is submitted later. This paper uses the Time Sharing with increased time slot algorithm to solve this problem. With this scheduler, the job which is submitted late, will get quick response and started without long delay.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Big data has become very popular in cloud computing area. Hadoop is an open source distributed software platform, which is good for processing big data. And hadoop is an implementation of MapReduce programming model, which can run applications in the cluster that consists of large number of commodity nodes. It also provides a reliable and scalable distributed file system [9].

In Hadoop, there is a master node and some slave nodes. In the master node, there is a process named JobTracker and in each slave node, there is a process named TaskTracker. The JobTracker is responsible for splitting one job into some tasks and then assign these tasks to TaskTracker. The TaskTracker is the node in which the task is actually running [2].

Job scheduling algorithm is one of the core technologies of Hadoop. The job scheduling algorithm controls the order in which each task will run and also controls the allocation of resources. In Hadoop, the default job scheduler is FIFO. Usually the size of jobs are not the same, some jobs are very short. And for these short jobs, they will be delayed for a long time until jobs ahead of them in the queue are completed, and this will result in a very long response time for these jobs [1].

So we are going to propose a method which can solve this problem. In this method the time is divided into slots and each job will get a time slot fairly. In addition, if job is not completed in given time slot then it will be moved to the next queue which has more time slot than earlier one.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we review the current job schedulers in Hadoop. Then we describe the procedure of job scheduling in Hadoop and the problems we want to resolve in section III. In section IV we present the Scheduler design, Pseudo code and implementation of our scheduler. Then Experimental results are showed in section V. Finally, we conclude our algorithm in section VI.

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL

1. Related Work

There are many researches has been done on Hadoop Scheduling. FIFO is a default scheduler of Hadoop.
The main objective of FIFO scheduler is to schedule jobs based on First In First Out. It does not consider priority or size of the job. FIFO scheduler allows jobs to utilize the entire cluster capacity so it has many limitations such as poor response times for short jobs compared to large jobs, Low performance when run multiple types of jobs etc. [1]

Fair scheduling is a method of assigning resources to jobs such that all jobs get, on average an equal share of resources over time. It lets short jobs complete within a reasonable time while not starving long jobs [2]. The objective of Fair scheduling algorithm is to do an equal distribution of compute resources among the users/jobs in the system. Fair scheduling can covers some limitation of FIFO such as it can work well in both small and large clusters and it is less complex. Fair scheduling algorithm gives better response time but as number of jobs in queues increases all over throughput decreases, Because it does not consider the job weight of each node, which is an important disadvantage of it. The Capacity Scheduler is designed to allow sharing of large cluster while giving each organization a minimum capacity guarantee. The central idea is that the available resources in the Hadoop Map-Reduce cluster are partitioned among multiple organizations that collectively fund the cluster based on computing needs and an organization can access any excess capacity no being used by others. This provides elasticity for the organizations in a cost-effective manner [3]. Workload Characteristic and Resource Aware Scheduling Considers the job characteristics and node status. WCRA is less complex and It can provide fast response time for small jobs. However WCRA has a Disadvantage that it does not consider the weight of large jobs [4].

2. Proposed Methodology

Fair Scheduler gives a fair share of the resources available. In this scheduling each job will get one slot for every round, if the number of jobs in the cluster is N and the running time of each task is t, then the average turnover time is N^t * t. so when the number of jobs get larger, the turnover time will also become larger, and the same as the waiting time for each job. Fair scheduler increases average response time of jobs but not throughput of entire cluster. The number of the jobs in the cluster can be very large, at this situation; the completion time of each job can be very long, especially for the jobs in the tail. And the throughput of the cluster will be brought down as the number of jobs grows. So we use multiple ready queues to hold all the jobs in the cluster. When the multiple queues with different priorities are applied, the jobs will be transferred from queue with high priority to queue with low priority, and the slots that each job get will also get larger and larger. So for a job with x tasks, the times of round will be less than x, and it will increase the throughput of Hadoop.

So we decided to modify the existing Fair scheduler to support the desired functionalities. The Hadoop framework consists of a JobTracker in the master node and a set of TaskTrackers in the slave nodes. And the JobTracker is responsible for scheduling the jobs and assigning the tasks of each job to TaskTracker. TaskTracker sends the heartbeat signal to JobTracker continuously and will get the tasks that assigned to itself in the message of response from JobTracker.

3. Implementation Strategy

✓ Scheduler Design

Fig 1 describes a Time Sharing Scheduler with multiple queues based on priority. The tasks that are not completed are shifted to next queue having low priority. The jobs that are completed are removed from queue.

![Figure 1. Procedure of Time sharing with multiple priority queues scheduler](image-url)
✓ Algorithm:

[1] There are N queues in the cluster and each queue is offered a priority.

[2] For each queue, there is a quota allotted which will be consumed in each round and the quota is larger as the priority is less.

[3] At the beginning, the Job Tracker will choose the queue with highest priority, and for this queue, the specified slots will be consumed by jobs in the queue in Time Sharing manner. After that, the jobs, which are not completed, will be transferred to the next queue with lower priority, so that in next round, these jobs can get more slots. If the queue with high priority becomes empty, then the queue with low priority can get the slots.

✓ Implemented Pseudo Code

```java
void scheduler()
{
    freeslots=count the information of heartbeat;
    Jobqueue jobqueue = GetCurrentjobqueue();
    while(freeslots > 0)
    {
        If (current job of head job is not completed)
            Then
                move the head job of this queue to next queue with lower priority;
            else
                remove it from this queue
            endif
        if (jobqueue isempty)
            then
                move to next job queue
        endif
        update head job information
    }
}
```

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Experimental Results

We have used Scheduling load Simulator provided by Apache. Several optimizations are also made to improve scheduler performance for different scenarios and workload. Each scheduler algorithm has its own set of features, and drives scheduling decisions by many factors, such as fairness, capacity guarantee, resource availability, etc. Unfortunately, currently it is non-trivial to evaluate a scheduler algorithm. Evaluating in a real cluster is always time and cost consuming, and it is very hard to find a large-enough cluster. Hence, a simulator, which can predict how well a scheduler algorithm for some specific workload, would be quite useful. It is very important to evaluate a scheduler algorithm very well before we deploy in a production cluster. The Scheduler Load Simulator (SLS) is such a tool, which can simulate application loads in a single machine [20].

We have used 3 Computers having 4 GB RAM and 360 GB hard Disk. We installed Single node setup of Hadoop and given different size of data as input to check the output time by using simple program of WordCount.java. We got better performance for FAIR with compared to FIFO. Then we compared output of FAIR scheduling with our proposed scheduling output. Outputs are shown in below table. We have given input File of Different Size and observed their Output in Seconds. Comparison chart is also shown below. Detailed analysis shows that at initial stage when input file size is small, FAIR scheduler and MyScheduler gives same efficiency but as the input file size increases MyScheduler gives better efficiency than FAIR scheduler gives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Size</th>
<th>Time in Second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIFO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 MB</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 MB</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192 MB</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256 MB</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2. Comparison Chart of FIFO, FAIR and MyScheduler](image-url)
IV. CONCLUSION

We can see that initially for small input file size FAIR and My Scheduler algorithm runs equally but as file size increases My Scheduler gives better performance than default scheduling algorithms of hadoop. Using the proposed Method of scheduling, we can maintain average response time as well as Increase average job completion time and thus efficiency of scheduling in Hadoop is increased more than its default scheduling algorithms like FIFO and FAIR.
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